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Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
University of Texas at Arlington, May 2017

Designed and iterated an open source 3D 
model for a prosthetic forearm for an 
adolescent amputee patient, which was 
featured on national and local news

Developed and co-patented for a film industry
related mechanism

Assisted with rehabilitation glove project for 
UTA Research Institute (UTARI)

Independently researching and developing
organic-influence upper extremity prosthetic

Lead mechanical engineer of the UTA 
Aeromavs 2015 Autogyro-Payload team 

Front-loading wheelchair for a 135 lb dog

Adam Fine Idea - Owner: freelance rapid prototyping, R&D, repairs, design consultation, and training 

Cosita Bonita - Co-founder, CTO: online sales of custom jewelry, home & office decor, and accessories

UTA FabLab Specialist - Coordinated staff scheduling, outreach events, drafted and implemented new
policies and training guides, directly oversaw and facilitated the growth of a third of all employees

Internship at Hanger Clinic - Shadowed patient consultations and evaluations of prosthetic devices, 
assisted in device modifications, studied commonly used devices 

UTA FabLab Student Lead - Maintained quality control and general operation of the Fablab, assessed 
and fixed issues with equipment, gave tours, trained staff, assisted learners with various projects

11+ years of 3D modeling (Solidworks, 
 OnShape, Inventor, TinkerCAD, etc.)

3 years of Makerspace related teaching 
 (group tours, large classes, one-on-one)

5+ years of 2D vector software (Adobe
Illustrator, Correl Draw, Autodesk, etc.)

CNC operation and maintenance (Laser
cutters, vinyl cutter, ShopBot, plasma, etc.)

Self taught in 3D printing, personally own 
a Prusa MK.3 and Wanhao Duplicator 

Power Tools (compound miter saw, 
bench grinder, router, media blaster, etc.)

Electrical and Programming (Arduino, 
Raspberry Pi, simple circuits, some C++) 

Biomechanics, ergonomics, and prosthetics

Morgan Chivers - UTA FabLab Librarian
 Mchivers@uta.edu 408-421-7203    

Mark Ashford - Manager of Hanger Clinic FW.
 Mashford@hanger.com 817-923-2101  

Shiva Mirsaeedi - Course Materials Manager
 Shiva@uta.edu 817-272-2785
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Portfolio
Below are a few projects that highlight some of my abilities by conveying the entire process, from inital 
prognosis and sketches all the way to functional and final prototype. For more projects please visit my 
website at www.AdamFineIdea.com by clicking the “projects” tab  

Issue: 
The Rock’n’Roller shelf 
system is slow& clunky

Created prototype 
of client’s design. 

Worked alright, but...

Asked if I could try my
 own approach, a 2-part
system, less mnfg cost

My design holds +200lbs, 
>30 sec setup, client added

 me as co-patent holder

Project: recreate these 
family magnets, using

only this picture

Illustrator would not
 vectorize, so I created a 

tracing light box

Traced image by hand, 
scanned in, and vectorized

(for each character)

Optimized file for
 laser-cutting, created 45

 new magnets

Project: Create prosthetic 
that better mimics 

human form (for fun)

Used my own arm for 
dims. & experimented with 

dif materials and designs

Started with the finger
tips & worked my way 

up to the shoulder

Still in development, but 
was able to achieve a semi

-functional prototype


